Family Movie Nights in Memorial Park
Alden Recreation Director has announced this year’s Summer Family
Movie Nights. The movie showings begin, Thursday, July 5th, and run
every Thursday during the month of July. Showtime starts at dusk, in the
back of the Town of Alden Memorial Park. Bring your blankets and lawn
chairs; refreshments and snacks will be sold. The 2018 schedule includes:

July 5th Big Hero 6
Robotics prodigy Hiro, lives in the city of San Fransokyo. Next to
his older brother, Hiro's closest companion is Baymax , a robot
whose sole purpose is to take care of people. When a devastating
turn of events throws Hiro into the middle of a dangerous plot, he
transforms Baymax and his other friends, Go Go Tamago,
Wasabi, Honey Lemon and Fred into a band of high-tech heroes.

July 12thBFG {Big Friendly Giant}
Seven-year-old Sophie is in for the adventure of a lifetime when
she meets the Big Friendly Giant (Mark Rylance). Naturally
scared at first, the young girl soon realizes that the 24-foot
behemoth is actually quite gentle and charming. As their
friendship grows, Sophie's presence attracts the unwanted
attention of Bloodbottler, Fleshlumpeater and other giants. After
traveling to London, Sophie and the BFG must convince Queen
Victoria to help them get rid of all the bad giants once and for all.

July 19th We Bought a Zoo
Following his wife's untimely death, Los Angeles journalist
Benjamin Mee decides to make a fresh start by quitting his job and
moving his children to an 18-acre property containing the
Rosemoor Wildlife Park. Though closed for years, Rosemoor is
still home to many animals, cared for by Kelly Foster and her
small staff. Mee opens his heart and his checkbook as he, Kelly
and the others work to renovate and reopen the zoo.

July 26th Wreck-It Ralph
Arcade-game character Wreck-It Ralph is tired of always being the
"bad guy" and losing to his "good guy" opponent, Fix-It Felix.
Finally, after decades of seeing all the glory go to Felix, Ralph
decides to take matters into his own hands. He sets off on a gamehopping trip to prove that he has what it takes to be a hero.
However, while on his quest, Ralph accidentally unleashes a
deadly enemy that threatens the entire arcade.

